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ZINITZ penetrates with major
brands on Zambian market
By JAMES KUNDA
FORMED in 2009, ZINITZ Zambia Limited
has penetrated the local market, establishing
itself as a major brand with interests on
manufacturing, agriculture, aquaculture,
health and tourism, to mention but a few.
The company is
a subsidiary of the
ZINITZ
Limited
Group of Companies,
a United Kingdom
(UK) registered and
based firm, formed
to meet aspirations
of
professionals

within Zambia and
the
diaspora
for
empowerment through
entrepreneurship.

Structures and logistics
of the ZINITZ Group
are formulated with the
aim of supporting the
needs of modern global
investment
strategies

through the exploitation
of a global presence that
maximises benefits from
local resources.
The company seeks to
become a major provider
for investments in the
development of Zambia
and the world as a
whole by effectively and
efficiently
delivering
high quality but lowercost
products
with
an emphasis on local
resource utilisation.
Prominent
among
its core values is the
commitment that the
company ascribes to
issues
of
integrity,
efficiency
and
investments for long-

term development and
growth
emphasising
on local collaboration
which
enables
the
combination of in-depth
local knowledge with
expertise in long-term
investment interests.
“Our philosophy is to
customise products and
services to meet local
needs but at the pertaining
highest
international
standards through the
delivery of a brand at an
extremely high standard
in whatever investment
area we enter.
“We are also aware
that the greatest resource
is our employees and
with whatever level
of expertise, we wont
only seek and employ,
but we’ll also provide
workers with resources
to
improve
their
knowledge, skills and
competencies, using a
broad pool of consultants
that provide a broad
knowledge spectrum,”
says ZINITZ Zambia
general manager Henry
Mwenya.
Mr Mwenya further
says issues of worker’s
safety are at the forefront
of ZINITZ’s activities as
its places of work are of
high standards and all
operatives are not only
provided with health
and safety wear at work,
but undergo health and
safety training relating
to the scope of work
carried out.
“The
main
target
here is to manage risks
with a view to reduce
incidents and near miss
incidents to zero,” says
Mr Mwenya.
With a hallmark “Let’s
just do it” ZINITZ is
focused on investments
areas such as
solar
energy, building and
construction of real
estate, building materials
manufacturing, natural
stone processing, crop
seed production,farming
and
construction
equipping devices.
The
company
manufactures concrete
roofing tiles and other
related products at its
plant located in Ndola’s
industrial area near
skyways.
The company will be
displaying its products
during the 49th Zambia
International Trade Fair
to be held in Ndola from
June 26 to July 2, 2013
under the theme ‘Value
Addition
Through
Global Partnerships’.

‘Our philosophy is to cusomise products and
services to meet local needs but at the pertaining
highest international standards through the
delivery of a brand at an extremely high standard in
whatever investment area we enter...’

